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Electron-impact ionization of Sm12¿ ions: Resonances far beyond threshold
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Unusual resonance features at high energies were recently discovered in the experimental crossed-beams
measurements of the electron-impact ionization of Sm121. Theoretical calculations were able to confirm that
they are due to deep-core excitation with capture into dielectronic states followed by sequential double Auger
decay@K. Aichele et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.86, 620 ~2001!#. In this paper additional experimental results are
presented, showing more resonances in the single-ionization cross section. Detailed level-to-level calculations
of dielectronic capture provide a clear identification of these resonances, as produced by a 3d-4 f excitation
with capture to differentnl orbitals followed by sequential emission of two electrons. By using configuration-
average distorted-wave calculations, we estimate the branching ratios for single and double ionization by
considering the possible autoionization paths leading to resonant contributions to excitation, single ionization,
and double ionization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-impact ionization is one of the most importa
atomic processes in astronomical and laboratory plasm
Both the direct ionization process and the indirect proces
excitation-autoionization~EA! have been studied exten
sively. A summary of the theoretical work and compariso
with experiment for the indirect EA process can be found
Ref. @1#. An additional indirect ionization process was fir
postulated by LaGattuta and Hahn@2#. It involves dielec-
tronic capture of the incident free electron with simultaneo
excitation of an inner-shell electron followed by sequen
emission of two electrons. This three-step mechanism
termed resonant-excitation double autoionization~REDA!
and is characterized as a series of resonances convergi
the steplike threshold of an EA feature.

This higher-order process has been studied in detai
ions having relatively few~about 10! electrons. For example
in Refs.@4–6#, large REDA contributions to the total ioniza
tion cross sections are presented and detailed compar
between experimental measurements and theoretical cal
tions for the resonance structures are provided. Moreove
these cases, the REDA contributions to electron-impact
ization occur in an energy region close to the ionizat
threshold. Both the EA and REDA contributions have
monotonic decreasing behavior with respect to the incid
electron energy, and at high energies where the direct me
nism should dominate, the ionization cross section is
pected to be smooth.

Recently, however, unusual features have been discov
@3# at high incident electron energies for the single-ionizat
cross sections of atomic ions with charge states of up
131 in the Pr and Sm rare-earth isonuclear sequences. T
resonances are found at energies of about four times
1050-2947/2001/64~6!/062705~9!/$20.00 64 0627
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threshold energy for single ionization. Preliminary theore
cal calculations@3# identified these resonances as produc
by a deep-core inner-subshell excitation with electron c
ture, followed by sequential double autoionization. In t
present work, we focus on the Sm121 ion and use level-to-
level distorted-wave calculations to identify and map t
recombination resonances features. We then employ
configuration-average distorted-wave approximation to e
mate the branching ratios for the contributions of the diel
tronic capture processes to the single and double ioniza
of Sm121. The remainder of this paper is arranged as f
lows: In Sec. II, we describe the crossed-beams experim
and show the experimental results for the electron-imp
ionization of Sm121. In Sec. III, we review the different pro
cesses that contribute to the electron-impact ionization
atomic ions. In Sec. IV, we present the results of the theo
ical calculations and identify the high-energy features.
nally, in Sec. V, we provide a brief summary.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental measurements and theoretical calculat
of the electron-impact ionization cross section of Sm121

have been presented in Ref.@3#. The measurements wer
performed using the crossed electron-ion beams setup a
University of Giessen. More complete discussions of the
perimental methods employed are presented in Ref.@7# and
for the Sm isonuclear sequence in Ref.@8#.

The Sm ions were produced in the plasma of a 10 G
electron-cyclotron-resonance~ECR! ion source using an
evaporation oven. The ions were extracted with energie
q310 keV, separated magnetically for the desired mass
charge ratio, and collimated before they were crossed with
intense electron beam at an angle of 90°. The electron
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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FIG. 1. Total cross section for the electro
impact single ionization of Sm121. The inset
shows the REDA resonances from 850 eV
1000 eV, after subtracting the smooth backgrou
cross section.
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supplies electrons with energies between 10 eV and 1
with currents up to 430 mA@9#.

The dynamic crossed-beams technique was used to o
absolute cross sections@10#, where the electron beam pass
through the ion beam while the count rate of ionized io
the electron and the ion current, and the speed of the m
ment are recorded simultaneously in four different mu
channel analyzer spectra with typically 512 channels ea
Due to fluctuations of the experimental parameters dur
the measurement, one cross-section value cannot be re
duced to better than 0.5% by a longer measurement t
Therefore, this method is not suitable for resolving sm
features in the cross section.

For high-resolution measurements another mode,
energy-scan method, was employed@11#. In this mode, we
leave the electron gun in a fixed position with an optimu
electron-ion beam overlap. The same parameters are m
sured as for the dynamic crossed-beams method, with sim
taneous variation of the electron energy in steps of typic
0.08 eV and measurement times for each channel of 20
Changing the energy and providing the necessary gate s
from the computer takes about 0.2 ms. One scan spans
cally over 40 eV. By repeating the scans thousands of tim
we average out possible fluctuations in the beam over
~i.e., the form factor!, the measurement of beam currents, a
count rates. This is done until the counting statistic reach
desired level. Numerous individual overlapping energy sc
are then combined, and the final relative scan measurem
is obtained. The electron energy is limited by the maxim
cathode voltage that can be applied to the electron gun an
below 1000 eV. A separate measurement with the same b
parameters and adjustments without beam overlap gives
background of the ionization signal needed for the analy

During the measurement, the space charge of the elec
beam is compensated with slow ions from Kr gas fed into
collision region; therefore, no energy correction for t
06270
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analysis is needed. Furthermore, this gives us a better en
resolution than a measurement without space charge c
pensation. The error of the experimental energy scale
within 1.5 eV @12#. The energy resolution is measured f
isolated resonances at Li-like Ne71 ions and is found to be
around 3 eV at an electron energy of 950 eV@13#.

In Fig. 1, we show the absolute cross section for sin
ionization of Sm121, measured with the dynamic crosse
beams method. A small deviation of two data points
around 897 and 922 eV can be seen in the smooth h
energy cross section. This prompted us to perform an a
tional energy-scan measurement between 850 and 1000
and the results are shown in the inset of the figure. Unus
resonances are found well above the threshold energies a
ciated with the major direct and indirect contributions
single ionization of Sm121. We have subtracted the back
ground contribution to single ionization to isolate the res
nances. This procedure involves a small uncertainty of
overall size of the result, since the nonresonant contributi
cannot be measured separately. It is important to note
this cannot be done without large uncertainties at lower
ergies or in the threshold region, where there are m
excitation-autoionization thresholds. The energy-scan res
show a rich spectrum of peaks starting at 893 eV. The fi
peak, which is the strongest observed, contributes'6.5% to
the total cross section.

If these peaks are from autoionizing states formed a
inner-shell excitation with capture of the incident electron
should be possible to observe corresponding resonance
the double-ionization cross section. This implies the em
sion of three electrons. Therefore, we performed sim
measurements for the double-ionization of Sm121 between
880 and 935 eV, which have been already presented in F
of Ref. @3#. The relative resonant contribution to the th
double ionization cross section increases to 11.8% for
5-2
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ELECTRON-IMPACT IONIZATION OF Sm121IONS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 062705
first peak. In similar measurements for Sm111, which are not
shown, we also found that the resonance features occur a
same energy in the single and double-ionization cross
tions.

There are several potential errors in measurement
could be thought to cause uncertainties in the observatio
resonance effects. First, a change of the contact potentia
the connectors at the electron gun will give systematic err
However, this was not observed at any time. Another pot
tial error could be the changing of the cathode position of
electron gun due to a thermic expansion relative to the pie
electrode. We know from position tests that this affects
emission and the trajectory of the electrons. This can also
neglected because we have measured similar dou
ionization resonance peaks for Sm111, using the same elec
tron gun, and they show no energy shift compared to
single ionization resonances of Sm111. Finally, the effect of
an uncompensated space charge of the electron beam c
neglected. Therefore, our measurements show strong ex
mental evidence that the observed structure results fro
resonant process. We now turn our attention to the theore
methods employed in our calculations.

III. CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE

Major contributions to the electron-impact singl
ionization cross section are made by the following two p
cesses:

e21Aq1→A(q11)11e21e2, ~1!

and

e21Aq1→~Aq1!* 1e2→A(q11)11e21e2, ~2!

where Aq1 represents an arbitrary ion with chargeq, and the
asterisk represents an inner-shell excited level. The first
cess is direct ionization~DI! while the second is excitation
autoionization~EA!. The equations for treating these pr
cesses using the independent processes approximatio
given, for example, in Ref.@8#.

An additional process that can contribute to the sing
ionization cross section is the following:

e21Aq1→~A(q21)1!** →~Aq1!* 1e2→A(q11)11e2

1e2, ~3!

where (A(q21)1)** represents an intermediate autoionizi
level populated by inner-shell excitation with capture of t
incident electron. If this is followed by two successive a
toionizations as shown above, it contributes to the sing
ionization cross section. This process is called resonant
citation double autoionization~REDA! @2#, and the
corresponding cross section is given by

sREDA~g→ f !5(
d

sC~g→d!(
j

Ba~d→ j !Ba~ j→ f !.

~4!
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In Eq. ~4! Ba(d→ j ) is the branching ratio for autoionizatio
from level d to level j, and is defined by

Ba~d→ j !5
Aa~d→ j !

(
k

Aa~d→k!1(
m

Ar~d→m!

, ~5!

whereAa(d→k) is the autoionizing rate in Hz from leveld
to level k, and Ar(d→m) is the radiative rate in Hz from
level d to any lower-energy levelm. For the ions studied in
this work we found that in general the radiative rates
much smaller than the autoionization rates, therefore, we
ply the approximation of neglecting the radiative ratesAr in
the calculation of the branching ratios@Eq. ~5!#. sC(g→d) is
the energy-averaged dielectronic-capture cross section f
level g to leveld of the (N11)-electron ion and is given by

sC~g→d!5
~2pa0!2~ I H!2

DEEdg

gd

2gg
Aa~d→g!, ~6!

whereEdg is the relative energy~between the captured leve
d and the initial levelg, respectively!, gd and gg are the
statistical weights of levelsd and g, respectively, (2pa0)2

52.6741310232 cm2s, andI H is the ionization potential of
the hydrogen atom. The energy bin widthDE is chosen to be
larger than the largest resonance width, but much sma
than the experimental width. Finally, smooth theoretic
cross sections curves are generated by convoluting the s
trum of narrow resonance peaks with a Gaussian for wh
the full width at half maximum~FWHM! is equal to the
experimental width.

To identify the high-lying resonances in the experimen
data, a detailed level-to-level calculation of the capture cr
sectionsC is required. We calculated the atomic structure
the deep-inner-shell excited levels and the autoioniza
rates using theHULLAC package@14#. In this package, the
level energies are calculated using the fully relativistic m
ticonfigurationalRELAC code @15#, based on the parametri
potential model@16#. The central potential is introduced a
an analytic function of screening parameters that are de
mined by minimizing the first-order relativistic energy of
set of configurations. The level-to-level autoionization ra
needed to determinesC(g→d) are calculated using the rela
tivistic distorted-wave approximation.

As we will show in the next section, for deep-inner-sh
excitations, the electron capture can populate configurat
of the recombined ion that are well above the first ionizat
limit of the initial ion. This may be followed by radiative
transitions to bound states of the recombined ion, ther
completing the dielectronic recombination process. Howe
recombination into these highly excited states may also
followed by a series of autoionizing transitions. These au
ionization processes can populate bound states of the in
ion through the emission of a single electron, resulting in
resonant contribution to excitation; or they can contribute
single ionization through the emission of two electrons,
multiple ionization through the emission of three or mo
electrons. Due to the very complex nature of the atom
structure of Sm121, the configuration-average distorted-wa
5-3
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FIG. 2. ~a!: Dielectronic capture strength
to the 3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 (3d24 f 24 f ),
3d94s24p64d104 f 35s25d (3d24 f 25d), and
3d94s24p64d104 f 35s25 f (3d24 f 25 f ) excited
configurations. ~b!: Total dielectronic capture
convoluted with a 3 eV width ~FWHM! Gauss-
ian. The calculation includes the 3d24 f 24 f ,
3d24 f 25p, 3d24 f 25d, 3d24 f 25 f , 3d
24 f 26p, and 3d25p25p processes.~c!: Ex-
perimental measurements for single ionizati
REDA resonances of Sm121 ~background re-
duced!.
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approximation~CADW! is the only method that is feasible i
a calculation of these possible autoionizing paths. In
CADW approximation@17#, the first-order scattering ampli
tude is averaged over all states of the initial configurat
and summed over all states of the final configuration. T
bound-state energies and the atomic orbitals for the m
configurations needed to evaluate the rates are generate
ing the radial wave-function code developed by Cowan@18#.
These radial wave functions are solutions to the Hartr
Fock equations and the continuum orbitals needed to ev
ate the Coulomb matrix elements are calculated in a lo
distorting potential constructed in a semiclassical excha
approximation@19#.

IV. RESULTS

A. Calculation of dielectronic capture cross sections and
identification of the resonant contributions

Our previous calculations of electron-impact ionization
Sm121 @8# show that the ion beam is an unknown mixture
the ground level and the many long-lived metastable lev
found in the ground and low-lying excited configuration
Comparisons of the CADW results for the dielectronic ca
ture from the@Kr#4d104 f 25s2 ground configuration with di-
electronic capture from the@Kr#4d104 f 35s and@Kr#4d104 f 4

excited configurations~containing metastable levels! have
been presented in Ref.@3#. Although the experimental beam
is an unknown mixture of ground and metastable configu
tions, we discuss here theoretical results from the gro
06270
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configuration only; this is justified by the fact that our pr
vious CADW calculations for capture from excited config
rations containing metastable levels were similar to those
capture from the ground configuration@3#.

Detailed level-to-level calculations performed with th
HULLAC code suggest that the strong resonance feat
shown in Fig. 1 are produced by capture to t
3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration of Sm111. This con-
figuration has 977 levels spread between 890 eV and 945
~relative to the ground state!. The electron capture from th
ground state of Sm121 to this level is a resonant process
which a free electron induces the excitation even thoug
has an energy significantly lower than the 3d-4 f excitation
threshold of approximately 1100 eV. Since the incomi
electron does not have enough energy to escape, it is
tured, in this case, into the 4f orbital. We label this process
as 3d24 f 24 f , denoting the 3d24 f excitation with capture
into the 4f orbital.

In order to calculate the dielectronic capture stren
(sCDE) into the 3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration, we
performed detailed level-to-level calculations, which are p
sented in Fig. 2~a!. We find a bimodal distribution in the
capture strength separated by about 27 eV which corresp
to the spin orbit splitting between the 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 levels
of the 3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration. To confirm this,
we calculated the energy levels of the 3d94s24p64d105s2

configuration of Sm151, and obtained a value of 25.8 eV fo
the fine-structure splitting of the 3dJ levels. To compare with
our CADW results, we also averaged the detailed level-
5-4
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FIG. 3. Energy-level diagram and main aut
ionization channels involved in the resonan
excitation multiple-autoionization processe
through the 3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration
~labelled as 3d94 f 45s2). In order to simplify the
notation, all the closed subshells are suppres
in the labeling of the excited configurations. I
addition, the notation such as 4d9(4 f 5s)5 refers
to the configurations 3d104s24p64d94 f 35s2,
3d104s24p64d94 f 45s and 3d104s24p64d94 f 5.
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level results, and obtained an average energy of 908 eV
an average autoionization rate of 4.131013 Hz. Using these
values and Eq.~6!, with gd510 010 andgg591, we obtained
an average dielectronic capture strength of 12.3 Mb eV.
averaged-configuration dielectronic capture strength, ca
lated from the CADW codes is 13.2 Mb eV. Alternatively, th
average capture strength can be extracted from the det
results by calculating the capture to all the individual lev
in the configuration, summing over all the resonances,
then averaging over the levels of the initial configuratio
Using this approach the resulting configuration-avera
capture strength is 12.1 Mb eV.

We have also examined other possible processes tha
produce REDA resonances in this energy region. We foun
noticeable contribution in the dielectronic capture cro
section from the 3d24 f 25d and 3d24 f 25 f pro-
cesses, which are also displayed in Fig. 2~a!. In this
part of the figure, only transitions from the groun
state 3d94s24p64d104 f 25s2 @J54# are shown. The
3d94s24p64d104 f 35d configuration~the final configuration
in the 3d24 f 25d process! consists of 3565 levels sprea
between 940 eV and 993 eV. The 3d94s24p64d104 f 35 f con-
figuration ~the final configuration in the 3d24 f 25 f pro-
cess! consists of 4703 levels spread between 982 eV
1040 eV. It is clear that these configurations also show
bimodal distribution, again produced by the spin-orbit sp
ting of the 3d orbitals.

Detailed calculations of the total dielectronic captu
cross-section through the 3d24 f 24 f , 3d24 f 25d, 3d
24 f 25 f , and the additional 3d24 f 25p, 3d24 f 26s,
and 3d25p25p processes, convoluted with a 3 eVwidth
~FWHM! Gaussian, are shown in Fig. 2~b!, along with ex-
perimental measurements for REDA, shown in Fig. 2~c! . We
calculated the capture strength from an average of the
levels of the 3d104s24p64d104 f 25s2 ground configuration of
Sm121 to each of the 13 752 levels of the final configur
tions. The resultant capture strengths were then convol
06270
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with a 3 eVwidth ~FWHM! Gaussian distribution that rep
resents the experimental energy width. In this figure, we fi
shifted the final theoretical cross-section curve downwa
by 4 eV, in order to show a better comparison of the expe
mental and theoretical values for the relative heights of
resonant contributions. The 4 eV shift in energy represe
less than a 0.5% of the total energy. Since our calculati
did not include configuration-interaction effects, which cou
be significant for deep-lying subshells of heavy ions such
Sm121, a shift of 4 eV seems quite reasonable.

B. Calculations of configuration-average autoionization rates
and branching ratios

A complete calculation of the height of the resonance c
tributions to single ionization requires detailed calculatio
of many energy levels, as well as level-to-level calculatio
of autoionization rates, radiative rates, and branching rat
This is an extremely large and time-consuming task due
the very large number of levels that would have to be
cluded in the calculations for a complex ion such as Sm121.
Thus, we are limited here to the application of th
configuration-average approximation. Even then, the calc
tion of branching ratios for autoionization to the many co
figurations of the possible final ionization stages is a form
dable task. In addition, there are many problems with
configuration-average approach, arising from the fact tha
the information regarding the individual levels is lost. Th
position of the levels within a configuration can be spre
above and below an ionization limit, and the branching rat
for the individual levels can be significantly different from
the configuration average branching ratios. Fina
configuration–interaction, which is not included in this a
proximation, can drastically change both the energy positi
and the individual rates. However, by using various physi
arguments in combination with our configuration-average
sults, we can make some useful estimates for the poss
ranges of branching ratios to the various final ionizati
stages.
5-5
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TABLE I. Main autoionization channels from the 3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration of Sm111, to
bound configurations of the Sm121 ion. The energies and rates are calculated by using the CADW app
mation.X@Y# meansX310Y.

Level Configuration Energy~eV! Autoionization~Hz!

a 3d104s24p64d104 f 25s2 (g.s. Sm121) 0.00 4.42@13#

b 3d104s24p64d104 f 35s 11.35 3.46@12#

c 3d104s24p64d104 f 4 27.53 2.52@09#

d 3d104s24p64d94 f 35s2 137.73 1.57@14#

e 3d104s24p64d94 f 45s 149.13 1.39@13#
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We will focus only on the first two peaks of the high
energy resonances shown in Fig. 1, that have been un
biguously identified as due to capture into t
3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration of Sm111. Once the
electron is captured, there are many paths available
shown in Fig. 3. The dominant paths are radiative transiti
to the bound levels of the Sm111 ion ~not shown!, and auto-
ionization to configurations of the Sm121 ion. The former
transitions contribute to dielectronic recombination, and
latter transitions can contribute to the resonant contributi
to excitation, single ionization, or multiple ionization, a
cording to the relative position of the final configuration
Sm121. We neglect in our calculation higher-order proces
such as resonant excitation auto double ionization~READI!,
in which two Auger electrons are emitted simultaneously
ter capture@20,21#. The main radiative transitions from th
3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration are the 3d24 f and the
3d24p transitions, which are of the order of 1012 Hz and
will be neglected in comparison with the higher autoioniz
tion rates. Using the excitation paths and capture stren
summarized in Fig. 3 and Tables I, II, and III, it is possible
estimate the values of the rates to the various final ioniza
stages, as described in the following.

The principal autoionization transitions to bound config
rations of the Sm121 ion are presented in Table I, and d
noteda to e. The process of capture followed by autoioni
ation to a final bound level of Sm121 will ultimately
contribute to resonances in the excitation cross section to
level. In order to estimate the fraction of the capture cr
section that will lead to resonant contributions to excitatio

TABLE II. Main autoionization channels from the
3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration of Sm111, to configurations
leading to single ionization of Sm121 ~above the Sm131

3d104s24p64d104 f 5s2 ground state at 226.91 eV, but below th
Sm141 3d104s24p64d104 f 5s ground state!. The energies and rate
are calculated by using the CADW approximation.

Level Configuration Energy~eV! Autoionization~Hz!

f 3d104s24p54d104 f 35s2 271.82 1.77@13#

g 3d104s24p64d84 f 45s2 276.92 5.59@14#

h 3d104s24p54d104 f 45s 282.24 1.14@12#

i 3d104s4p64d104 f 35s2 363.98 1.74@13#

j 3d104s4p64d104 f 45s 373.49 4.22@10#

k 3d104s24p54d94 f 45s2 409.39 3.13@14#
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we must sum all the autoionization rates from t
3d94s24p44d104 f 45s2 configuration to configurations lying
below the Sm131 ground state; this gives an autoionizatio
rate of.2.231014 Hz. This must be divided by the total sum
of the autoionization rates from the 3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2

configuration, which equals.1.2531015 Hz.
In order to calculate the portion of the capture that co

tributes to single ionization, we need to sum all of the au
ionization rates to final configurations lying between t
Sm131 and Sm141 ground states. The principal transitions a
labeled asf to k in Table II. A more detailed treatmen
is required for autoionization to the configuratio
3d104s24p64d84 f 45s2 ~denoted asg in the table!. The
autoionization rate from 3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 to
3d104s24p64d84 f 45s2 is 5.631014 Hz, which is the largest
rate for any of these autoionization channels. However,
autoionization rates from the 3d104s24p64d84 f 45s2 con-
figuration of Sm12 to the bound configurations of Sm131 are
zero, in the single-configuration approximation. Therefore
principle, this configuration contributes to the resona
contributions to excitation and not to single ionizatio
however, it overlaps strongly with the configuratio
3d104s24p54d104 f 35s2 ( f ), which can autoionize strongly
to the low-lying levels of Sm131. Since levelsf andg have
the same parity and almost the same energy, we expect
strong configuration interaction. Thus, a complete calculat
of autoionization from the 3d104s24p64d84 f 45s2 levels, in-
cluding configuration-interaction, will no longer be met
stable with respect to the autoionization process. In orde
calculate the range of possible resonant contributions to
single-ionization cross section, we introduce a factorx that
varies with the amount of mixing between thef andg con-
figurations. We addx35.631014 Hz to the contributions to

TABLE III. Main autoionization channels from the
3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration of Sm111, to configurations
leading to double ionization ~above the Sm141

3d104s24p64d104 f 5s ground state, at 480.34 eV!. The energies and
rates are calculated by using the CADW approximation.

Level Configuration Energy~eV! Autoionization~Hz!

l 3d104s4p64d94 f 45s2 501.90 8.18@13#

m 3d104s24p44d104 f 45s2 544.10 3.09@13#

n 3d104s4p54d104 f 45s2 633.25 8.63@12#

o 3d104p64d104 f 45s2 730.27 2.14@10#
5-6
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TABLE IV. Main autoionization channels from the 3d104s4p64d94 f 45s2 configuration of Sm121 ~level
l ), calculated by using the CADW approximation. Autoionization rates for configurations of Pr81, which is
isoelectronic with Sm121, are also shown.X@Y# meansX310Y.

Level Configuration Energy~eV! Autoionization~Hz!

l a 3d104s24p64d94 f 25s2 364.78 1.69@14#

l b 3d104s24p64d94 f 35s1 368.60 3.52@14#

l c 3d104s24p64d94 f 4 377.64 2.87@13#

3d104s24p64d104 f 5s (g.s. Sm141) 480.24

l d 3d104s24p64d84 f 35s2 504.08 3.08@14# (Pr81)
l e 3d104s24p64d84 f 45s 508.11 1.02@15# (Pr81)
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single ionization, and (12x)35.631014 Hz to the resonan
contributions to excitation.

To calculate the portion of the dielectronic capture th
contributes to double ionization, we need to sum all the au
ionization rates to final configurations lying between t
Sm141 and Sm151 ground states. The principal transitions a
labeled as l to o in Table III. More careful treatmen
is required for autoionization to configuratio
3d104s4p64d94 f 45s2 ~denoted asl in the table!. The
autoionization rate from 3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 to
3d104s4p64d94 f 45s2 is 8.231013 Hz. The energy of this
configuration is 20 eV above the Sm141 ground state. The
possible autoionization channels from configurationl are
summarized in Table IV. The main autoionization chann
from 3d104s4p64d94 f 45s2 ( l ) that will result in double ion-
ization are expected to be to the 3d104s24p64d84 f 35s2 con-
figuration (l d) and the 3d104s24p64d84 f 45s configuration
( l e). However, the configuration-average energies of th
two configurations are about 2 eV and 6 eV, respectiv
above configurationl. Therefore, in the CADW approxima
tion, these further autoionization channels are closed,
configuration l, despite being above the double-ionizati
limit, contributes only to the single ionization cross sectio
Since the autoionization rates are roughly constant along
isoelectronic sequence, we can estimate the autoioniza
rate from configurationl to the final configurationsl d andl e ,
by calculating the CADW autoionizing rates for these tra
sitions in an ion in which they are energetically possible. F
example, in Pr81, which is isoelectronic with Sm111, the
autoionization rates to these levels (l d andl e in Table IV! are
very high. We, therefore, introduce an additional factoy
which represents that part of autoionization fro
3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 to 3d104s4p64d94 f 45s2 that con-
tributes to the double ionization. This factory is a function of
06270
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the fraction of levels of the 3d104s4p64d94 f 45s2 configu-
ration that are above the levels of the 3d104s24p64d84 f 35s2

and 3d104s24p64d84 f 45s configurations. If all thel levels
are below the levels ofl d andl e , theny50. If all the l levels
are above the levels of thel d and l e configurations, then
according to the rates given in Table IV, the maximum va
of y is 0.71.

We also analyzed other possible multiple~triple, qua-
druple, etc.! ionization processes that can follow the diele
tronic capture to the 3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration.
The 3d104s24p64d104 f ground configuration of Sm151 con-
sists of two levels with an average energy of 752 eV, and
principle, the triple-ionization process~through resonant-
excitation quadruple-autoionization, REQA! is energetically
allowed, and has to be included in the branching-ratio cal
lation. We did not find in our calculations any significa
autoionization rates to any configuration of Sm121 lying
above the 750 eV, and, therefore, for this case
REQA process, although allowed, is negligible. T
3d104s24p64d10 ground configuration of Sm161 consists of
one level at 1058 eV, 113 eV above the highest level of
3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration~at 945 eV!. Therefore,
the resonant quadruple-ionization~through quintuple auto-
ionization! is not allowed energetically.

Using this analysis, the estimated values for the p
cesses following the dielectronic capture through
3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration are summarized i
Table V. The extreme values of the contributions to a p
ticular final ionization stage are obtained by assumingx50
andx51, andy50 andy50.7. From these values, we ca
conclude that in order to obtain the REDA contribution to t
single ionization, we must multiply the capture cross sect
by a factor between about 0.3 and about 0.8. These res
are presented in Fig. 4~a!, in which the experimental result
g the
TABLE V. Summary of the estimated values of the autoionization rates for processes followin
dielectronic capture through the 3d94s24p64d104 f 45s2 configuration.X@Y# meansX310Y.

Process Autoionization~Hz!

Total autoionization 2.183101419.083101411.213101451.2531015

Resonant excitation 2.18310141(12x)35.5931014

Single ionization 3.49310141x35.59310141(12y)38.1831013

Double ionization 3.95310131y38.1831013
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FIG. 4. Resonant contributions to single an
double electron-impact ionization of Sm121. ~a!:
experimental measurements for single ionizatio
~b!: experimental measurements for double io
ization. The dashed curves are the extrema th
retical predictions.
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are presented, together with the extreme theoretical va
~dashed curves!. Again, in order to facilitate the comparison
the theoretical estimations were shifted by24 eV. We may
also use the results on Table V to estimate the reson
excitation triple-autoionization~RETA! contribution to the
double ionization. Assuming thaty is between 0 and 0.7, w
must multiply the capture cross section by a factor 0.03
0.1 in order to obtain the extreme values for the doub
ionization resonances. These results~with an energy shift of
24 eV) are presented in Fig. 4~b! ~dashed curves!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Detailed level-to-level distorted-wave calculations
dielectronic-capture processes provide a convincing iden
cation of the unusual high-energy resonances features fo
in the electron-impact ionization of the Sm121 ion. The cal-
culations include more than 13 000 levels, and show ex
lent agreement with the experimental results, with less tha
0.5% error in the energy position of the resonant pea
These strong resonances features near 1000 eV inciden
ev

,
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ergy are produced by deep-core inner-shell excitat
with capture followed by sequential autoionizatio
Configuration-average distorted-wave calculations allow
us to obtain some estimates of the relative strengths of
various decay paths available after deep-core inner-shel
electronic capture. Subsequently, we predicted a range
the size of the contribution of the dielectronic capture to
single and double-ionization cross section of Sm121 and find
that the experimental measurements are within these pre
tions.
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